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ABSTRACT

A connector interface for electrically mating a multi
row connector with a printed circuit board is defined by
a flex circuit in the form of laminated polyimide layers
having conductive traces for each interconnect pair
with connection fields at the opposite ends of the traces
for electrical connection to the terminal pins on the
connector and the conductive pads or pins on the cir
cuitboard. The conductive traces are all of equal length
to provide equal resistance and impedance paths for
each of the circuit interconnects.

19 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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2
between connection fields for the "tail' portion of the
MPEDANCE CONTROLLED CONNECTOR
receptacles of the connector and connection fields for
INTERFACE
the conductive pads or traces on the circuit board.
While flexible circuit assemblies represent a reasonable
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
5 design approach to the electrical interconnection of the
The present invention relates to electrical connectors connector and its circuit board, the closely adjacent
and, more particularly, to the electrical interconnection conductive traces in high pin count applications pro
of a multi-row connector to a printed circuit board to vide different impedances, including resistive, capaci
provide controlled impedance paths for each circuit 10 tive, and inductive constituents, for the various circuits.
While these impedance differences do not cause perfor
interconnection.
Various systems have been used to mate electrical mance problems at low-frequencies, the relative impe
connectors to printed circuit boards or other circuit dance differences between circuits can cause problems
bearing substrates. In the general case, the connector at relatively high digital speeds, especially where the
includes receptacles having pin-like "tail' portions of interconnects are part of a digital bus application in
selected length that are designed to be electrically con which all pulses must travel in a synchronous or quasi
nected with conductive pads or traces on the printed synchronous manner with minimal relative degradation
circuit board. The tail portions can extend linearly from because of the impedance characteristics of the flexible
the connectors, that is, along a line co-incident with its circuit.
receptacle or at an angle relative to its receptacle.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Where the connector is mounted on one of the flat sides 20
of the circuit board, the tail portions pass through re
In view of the above, it is an object of the present
spective holes in the circuit board and are soldered to invention, among others, to provide a connector inter
conductive pads on the opposite side of the circuit face for connecting an electrical connector to a circuit
1

board. Since the connector is mounted on the flat sur

face of the circuit board, the number of conductive pads 25
on the circuit board can readily match the number of

tail portions of the connector. The soldering of the tail
portions effects electrical connection and, in many
cases, provides an adequate mechanical connection to
affix the connector to the circuit board. Where neces
sary, mechanical fasteners, including threaded fasteners,
clamps, brackets, frames, and the like, can be used to
assist in effecting the mechanical attachment. The re

30

board.

It is another object of the present invention to pro
vide a connector interface for electrically mating elec
trical connectors to a circuit board in which the impe
dance presented by each electrical interconnect is sub
stantially the same for all of the interconnects.
It is still another object of the present invention to
provide a connector interface for electrically mating
electrical connectors to a circuit board in which the

quirements for an edge-mounted connector are some

electrical resistance presented by each electrical inter

edge of the circuit board represents a constraint on the
total number of circuitboard traces and pads that can be
provided for interconnection with the connector. The
surface-area limitation is exacerbated where the edge
mounted connector is of the multi-row type, that is, 40
parallel rows of pins or receptacles that form a matrix of
interconnects. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 4,659,155 to
Walkup et al. discloses an edge connector for a circuit
board having two rows of receptacles on each side of
the circuit board in which equal length tail portions 45
extend from the connector to respective contact pads
aligned in a single row on the circuit board. While the
Walkup et al. design represents a reasonable solution,
this design is limited in the sense that a larger number of
rows will increase the number of contact pads in the 50
single row of contacts on the circuit board and increase
the difficulty of assembly of the connector to the circuit
board and make inspection of the various contacts more
difficult.
One of the trends in electronic systems is the develop 55
ment of high speed digital circuits with a requirement
for a relatively large number of circuit interconnects
between circuit boards. In order to accommodate the
requirement for a quantitatively large number of circuit
interconnects, high pin count connector systems have
been developed which locate the contact devices, either
pins or receptacles, on relatively close centers, for ex
ample, 0.100 inches (2.54 mm.), in a multi-row matrix so
that several hundred or more circuit connects are possi
ble per connector. The tail portions of the connector 65
can be connected to conductive traces on the printed
circuit board by a flexible circuit fabricated from lami
nated Kapton layers with conductive traces extending

nects.

what different in that the surface area available at the 35 connect is substantially the same for all of the intercon

It is a further object of the present invention to pro
vide a connector interface for electrically mating high
pin count multi-row electrical connectors to a circuit
board in which the circuit path length for each electri
cal interconnect is substantially the same for all of the
interconnects.
In view of these objects, and others, the present in
vention provides a connector interface for electrically
mating a multi-row connector with a printed circuit
board in such a way that the impedance of the intercon
nect circuitry, especially the resistance, is the same for
each of the circuit paths. A flex circuit in the form of a

flexible polyimide substrate and cover is provided with

conductive traces for each interconnect pair with con
nection fields at the opposite ends of the traces for elec
trical connection to the tail portions on the connector
and the conductive pads or pins on the circuit board.
The conductive traces are all of equal length to provide
equal resistance paths for each of the circuit intercon
nects. For...a multi-row connector having N rows of
interconnects, i.e., either receptacles or pins, the flexible
circuit is provided with N sets of conductive traces with
each of the N sets having trace lengths that are equal to
one another within the set and to the trace lengths of the
other of the N sets of conductive traces.
The present invention advantageously provides an
impedance controlled interface for effecting an electri
cal connection between a connector and its circuit

board in such a way that the resistance and related
impedance characteristics are substantially the same for
each circuit interconnect.
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Other objects and further scope of applicability of the
present invention will become apparent from the de

4.
that extends rearwardly of the molded body 16 and
defines a connection terminal as described below. In the

preferred embodiment, the connector 10 is a high pin
count connector marketed under the HPC-XXXX se
ries designation by DuPont Electronics of New Cum
berland,
PA 17070. The upper set of receptacles 20 are
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
connected by the flex circuit 14 to corresponding con
FIG. 1 is a partial, rear perspective view of a high pin nection pads P on the upper side of the circuit board 12
count connector mounted to the edge of a printed cir and the lower set of receptacles 20 are connected by the
cuit board with terminal pins of the connector con 10 flex circuit 14 to connection pads P on the lower side
nected to respective conductive pads on the printed (not shown) of the circuit board 12.
The body 16 of the connector 10 is provided with a
circuit board by a flex circuit in accordance with the
slot 24 (FIG. 2) on its rear side for accepting the edge of
present invention;
FIG. 2 is a partial, cutaway, perspective view of the the circuit board 12. The slot 24 is provided with a
high pin count connector of FIG. 1 from the side oppo 15 width dimension 'X' that is sufficiently large to accom
modate the expected range of circuit board thicknesses.
site that shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a side view of an exemplary flex circuit for For most applications and as shown in FIG. 2, the
interconnecting the terminal pins of the connector and width dimension 'X' is larger than the thickness dimen
the connection pads of the circuit board of FIGS. 1 and 20 sion of the circuitboard 12 to provide a clearance space.
2;
As shown in FIG. 1, the connector 10 is attached to the
FIG. 3A is a detailed side view of a tail portion of a circuit board 12 using a fastener (unnumbered) cooper
terminal pin extending through the flex circuit of FIG. ating with an integrally molded bracket at the ends of
3 taken along line 3A-3A of FIG. 3;
the connector 10. While receptacles 20 have been de
FIG. 3B is a detailed side view of an exemplary inter fined as part of the illustrated embodiment, as can be
connection between a conductive trace of the flex cir 25 appreciated, cylindrical or squared-sided pins (not
cuit and a conductive pad on a circuitboard taken along shown) can likewise be provided with appropriate mod
line 3B-3B of FIG. 3;
of the body 16.
FIG. 4 is a partial flat development view of the flex ification
As
represented
in the side view of the flex circuit 14
circuit used in FIGS. 1-3 to effect an electrical inter
in
FIG.
3,
the
flex
circuits 14 and 14 each include first
connection between terminal pins on the connector and 30 and second laminae 26 and 28 that constrain a pattern of
corresponding conductive pads on the printed circuit electrically conductive traces (not shown in FIG. 3).
board and illustrating repeating sets of interdigitated between the two laminae to effect connection between
conductive trace patterns;
connector 10 and the connection pads P on the
FIG. 5 is a partial flat development view of the matrix the
printed
circuit board 12. The laminae 26 and 28 are
35
pattern of the conductive end portions of the flex circuit preferably
preshaped to conform to the particular appli
of FIG. 4;
cation,
and,
the application shown in FIGS. 1 and 2,
FIG. 6 is an enlarged view of a single set of conduc the laminae for
26
and 28 are shaped at a right angle to
tive traces of the flex circuit of FIG. 4; and
permit
convenient
installation, with the vertical portion
FIG. 7 is a side view of a dual flex circuit application shown in FIG. 3 connected
at positions A, B, and C to
in which one flex circuit is mounted on one side of the
the
three
rows
of
tail
portions
22 and the horizontal
circuit board and the other is mounted on the opposite portion connected at positions A,
B, and C to three
side.
rows of connection pads P on the circuit board 12 as
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
described below. As shown in the enlarged detail of
EMBODIMENT
45 FIG. 3A, individual conductive traces, as represented in
form by the reference character 30, are con
An electrical connector, generally indicated by the general
nected to their respective tail portions 22 by providing
reference character 10, is shown mounted to the edge of apertures
32 through the lamina 28 and the conductive
a printed circuitboard 12 in FIGS. 1 and 2 with recepta
30 and through which the tail portion 22 of the
cles of the connector 10 interconnected with respective trace
receptacle 20 extends. The lamina 26 includes an en
conductive pads P (represented in exemplary fashion in 50 larged
34 that exposes the conductive area at
FIG. 1 by the reference character "P") on the circuit the endopening
of the trace 30 in the area immediately adjacent
board 12 by flex circuits 14 and 14 having intercon the tail portion
22. Electrical and mechanical connec
nects, described more fully below, which present sub tion is effected by
soldering, represented at 36, in the
stantially the same circuit impedance to each intercon
usual
manner.
The
connection to the printed circuit
55
nect pair.
12 is a function of the type of interconnection
The connector 10 includes a body portion 16 molded board
from a rigid plastic and includes, as shown in FIG. 2, an desired. In the illustrated embodiment and as shown in
upper set of entryways 18 arranged in a three-row rect FIG. 3B, the conductive traces 30 of the flex circuit 14
angular pattern and a lower set of similarly arranged are connected to their connection pads P on the circuit
entryways 18. In the illustrated embodiment, the entry board 12 by providing an aperture 32' in the lamina 26
ways 18 are formed on 0.100 inch (2.54 mm) centers and an enlarged opening 34 in the lamina 28 with the
with each entryway 18 leading to an internal passage enlarged opening 34 facing its connection pad P. Sol
(unnumbered) in which a multi-beam receptacle, gener dering, as indicated by the reference character 38, is
ally indicated at 20, is retained in place to define an effected between the connection pad P and the conduc
upper set of receptacles 20 and another, lower set of 65 tive trace 30 to provide the electrical connection.
receptacles 20. Each receptacle 20 includes a forwardly Where the circuit board 12 is provided with terminal
facing portion for accepting a pin from a mating plug pins (not shown), the configuration of FIG. 3A can be
(not shown) and a rearwardly extending tail portion 22 used to effect connection with the circuit board 12.
tailed description to follow, taken in conjunction with
the accompanying drawings, in which like parts are
designated by like reference characters.

5
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As shown in the partial, flat development view of the
flex circuit 14 in FIG. 4, a recurring set of interdigitated
conductive traces 30 are provided to effect connection
from the connector 10 to the printed circuit board 12
with the opposite ends of the various traces 30 defining
connection fields for connecting, respectively, the tail
portions 22 extending from the connector 10 and the
connection pads P on the circuit board 12. As also
shown in the enlarged view of FIG. 6, representing a

single set of conductive traces 30, the upper ends of the
conductive traces 30 are arranged in the rows A, B, and
C that correspond to the spacing of the tail portions 22
of the receptacles 20, as shown in FIG. 3, and, in an
analogous manner, the lower ends of the conductive

traces are likewise located in rows A, B, and C to
define a set of traces A-A, B-B', and C-C that are

repeated on a recurring basis as a function of the total
number of interconnects that must be effected. In FIG.
6, the traces have been re-designated as trace T1 con
necting ends A and A', trace T2 connecting ends B and
B', and trace T3 connecting ends C and C. As shown,
each of the traces is defined by at least first and second
trace sub-portions in which the sum of the path lengths
for the various trace sub-portions is equal. More specifi
cally, the trace T1 is defined by trace sub-portions T11,
T12, and T13; the trace T2 is defined by trace sub-por
tions T21 and T22; and the trace T3 is defined by trace
sub-portions T31 and T32. The sum of the various trace
sub-portions for each of the traces T1, T2, and T3 are
equal, that is, for the illustrated embodiment, the fol
lowing relationship holds:

5

10

15

6
position (4,5), the trace T2 beginning at position (2,3)
and ending at position (5,4), and the trace T3 beginning
at position (3,3) and ending at position (6,1). The row
positions for each of the beginning and ending points for
all the traces varies by three row positions with the
column number varying by a relative --2 or the trace
T1, the column number varying by a relative -- 1 for the
trace T2, and the column number varying by relative
-2 for the trace T3.
The trace configuration described above is well
suited for high speed digital bus applications since the
interconnection path length is the same for each inter
connect within the series and provides substantially
same resistance and impedance characteristics. While a
single flex circuit 14 can be provided to effect the vari
ous interconnects, the preferred embodiment is a shown
in the side view of FIG. 7 in which flex circuits 14 and
14' effect interconnection between the connector 10

20

25

30

(shown in dotted line illustration) and the upper and
lower sides of the print circuit board 12.
In the illustrated embodiment, the distance between
the tail portions of the Crow of the connector 10 and
the A row is equal to the row inter-spacing. As can be
appreciated, the distance between the Crow and the A'
row can be increased for different applications while
maintaining equal paths lengths for the various traces.
While the preferred embodiment has been illustrated in
the context of a connector that includes receptacles, the
invention is equally weli suited for use with headers that
include pins for mating with the receptacles of a con
nector.

By providing equal length traces T1, T2, and T3, the
resistance presented to the various signals is substan 35
tially the same and, additionally, the impedance of any
interconnect is substantially the same as that of any
other interconnect to provide a connection system well
suited for digital bus applications. In addition to provid
ing equal length traces T1, T2, and T3, equal length
portions of the traces T1, T2, and T3 are positioned
adjacent one another to provide equal capacitive/in
ductive interactions. In the embodiment illustrated in
FIG. 6, trace sub-portions T13, a part of sub-portion
T21, and sub-portion T31 are positioned adjacent one 45
another. Since the traces T1, T2, and T3 of FIG. 6 are
positioned in a series of such traces, the trace sub-por
tions T13 and T31 will be bounded, respectively, by the
immediately adjacent trace sub-portions T3 and T13 of 50
other sets of traces T1, T2, and T3.
As shown in FIG. 5, the end points A, A, B, B, C,
and C of the traces T1, T2, and T3 are located at posi
tions in a predefined matrix to allow the trace configu
ration described above. More specifically and as shown 55
in FIG. 5, the end points A, A, B, B, C, and C are
positioned on a rectangular matrix having row position
numbers 1 through 6, corresponding to the rows of the
connection fields for the tail portions 22 of the connec
tor 10 and the connection pads P of the circuit board,
and column position numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, . . . 60
corresponding to twice the total number of intercon
nect columns for the connector 10. As can be appreci
ated, the upper value of the column position number
depends upon the length of the connector 10 and the
total number of interconnect columns. Using the row 65
position and column position indices, all the traces T1,
T2, and T3 start at odd column position numbers with
the trace T1 beginning at position (1,3) and ending at

As can be appreciated by those skilled in the art, the
present invention advantageously provides an impe
dance controlled interface for effecting an electrical
connection between a connector and its circuit board in
such a way that the resistance and related impedance
characteristics are substantially the same for each cir
cuit interconnect.
Thus it will be appreciated from the above that as a
result of the present invention, an impedance controlled
connector interface is provided by which the principal
objectives, among others, are completely fulfilled. It
will be equally apparent and is contemplated that modi
fication and/or changes may be made in the illustrated
embodiment without departure from the invention.
Accordingly, it is expressly intended that the foregoing
description and accompanying drawings are illustrative
of preferred embodiments only, not limiting, and that
the true spirit and scope of the present invention will be
determined by reference to the appended claims and
their legal equivalent.
What is claimed is:

1. A connection interface for electrically connecting
a multi-row connector or header having N rows of
connection devices (where N22) to a circuit bearing
substrate, comprising:
a flex circuit having a first field of N rows of connec
tion areas for connection to a corresponding tail
portion field and having a second field of N rows of
connection areas for connection to a corresponding
connection field associated with a circuit bearing
substrate, said flex circuit having N sets of electri
cally conductive traces extending between corre
sponding ones of the connection areas in each cor
responding row of the first connection field and the
second connection field, each of said traces pres

7
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third set of electrically conductive traces extending
between corresponding ones of the connection

its connection areas as the other of the traces.

2. The connection interface of claim 1, wherein each

of said traces is of equal length between their respective
connection areas.

areas of the third rows of the first and second con

5

3. The connection interface of claim 1, wherein each

of said traces is of equal electrical resistance.
4. The connection interface of claim 1, wherein each
of said traces of defined by at least first and second
10
sub-portions.
5. A connection system for connecting a multi-row
connector or header having at least two rows of con
nection devices to a circuit bearing substrate, compris
1ng:
a first circuit defined by first and second layers of an 15
insulating sheet material and having a first field of
connection areas for connection to a corresponding
tail-portion field and having a second field of con
nection areas for connection to a corresponding
connection field associated with a circuit bearing 20
substrate, the first and second connection area
fields each defined by a respective first row of
connection areas and a respective second row of
connection areas, said flex circuit having a first set
of electrically conductive traces extending be 25
tween corresponding ones of the connection areas
of the first row of the first and second connection
fields and a second set of electrically conductive
traces extending between corresponding ones of
the connection areas of the second row of the first 30

and second connection fields, each of said traces of
said first and second sets of traces presenting sub
stantially the same impedance to its connection
6. The connection interface of claim 5, wherein each

of said traces is of equal length between their respective
connection areas.

7. The connection interface of claim 5, wherein each
40

9. The connection interface of claim 5, wherein the

first and second rows of connection areas for the first
connection area field and the second connection area

nection fields, each of said traces of said first, sec

ond, and third sets presenting substantially the
same impedance to its connection areas as the other
traces in its set and the traces of the other sets.

11. The connection interface of claim 10, wherein

each of said traces is of equal length between their re
spective connection areas.
12. The connection interface of claim 10, wherein
each of said traces is of equal electrical resistance.
13. The connection interface of claim 10, wherein
each of said traces of defined by at least first and second
sub-portions.
14. The connection interface of claim 10, wherein the
first, second, and third rows of connection areas for the

first connection area field and the second connection

area field are separated by the same inter-row spacing.
15. A connection system for connecting a multi-row
connector or header having at least six rows of connec
tion devices to opposite sides of a circuit bearing sub
strate, comprising:
a six row connector or header attached to an edge of
a circuit bearing substrate and having the first three
rows of connection devices associated with one

side of the circuit bearing substrate and the second
three rows of connection devices associated with
the other side of the circuit bearing substrate, said
circuit bearing substrate having a first connection

field on the one side for connection with the first
three rows and a second connection field on the

areas as the other traces in its set and the traces of
35
the other set.

of said traces is of equal electrical resistance.
8. The connection interface of claim 5, wherein each
of said traces of defined by at least first and second
sub-portions.

8
of the first and second connection fields, and a

enting substantially the same impedance between

45

opposite side for connection to the second three
first and second flex circuits for connecting, respec
tively, the first three rows to the first connection
field of the circuit bearing substrate and the second
three rows to the second connection field of the
circuit bearing substrate, each flex circuit defined
by first and second layers of an insulating sheet
material and having a first field of connection areas
for connection to a corresponding tail-portion field
and having a second field of connection areas for
connection to the second connection field associ
ated with the circuit bearing substrate, the first and
second connection area fields each defined by a
respective first row of connection areas, a respec
tive second row of connection areas, and a respec
tive third row of connection areas, said flex circuit
having a first set of electrically conductive traces
extending between corresponding ones of the con
nection areas of the first rows of the first and the
second connection field, a second set of electrically
conductive traces extending between correspond
ing ones of the connection areas of the second rows
of the first and the second connection fields, and a
third set of electrically conductive traces extending
between corresponding ones of the connection
rows;

field are separated by the same inter-row spacing.
10. A connection system for connecting a multi-row
connector or header having at least three rows of con
nection devices to a circuit bearing substrate, compris 50
1ng:
a flex circuit defined by first and second layers of an
insulating sheet material and having a first field of
connection areas for connection to a corresponding
tail-portion field and having a second field of con 55
nection areas for connection to a corresponding
connection field associated with a circuit bearing
substrate, the first and second connection area
fields of said flex circuit each defined by a respec
areas of the connection areas of the third rows of
tive first row of connection areas, a respective
the first and the second connection field, each of
second row of connection areas, and a respective
said traces of said first, second, and third set pres
third row of connection areas, said flex circuit
enting substantially the same impedance to its con
having a first set of electrically conductive traces
nection areas as the other of the traces in its set and
extending between corresponding ones of the con
the traces of the other sets.
nection areas of the first rows of the first and sec 65
16. The connection interface of claim 15, wherein
ond connection fields, a second set of electrically
conductive traces extending between correspond each of said traces is of equal length between their re
ing ones of the connection areas of the second rows

spective connection areas.

9
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17. The connection interface of claim 15, wherein

10

first, second, and third rows of connection areas for the

each of said traces is of equal electrical resistance.

18. The connection interface of claim 15, wherein

first connection area field and the second connection

each of said traces of defined by at least first and second

area field are separated by the same inter-row spacing.

sub-portions.
5
19. The connection interface of claim 15, wherein the
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